KIT Is in the Top 100 of the World in Nine Subjects

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2017 – KIT Is Strong in “Natural Sciences” and “Engineering and Technology”

In nine subjects, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) ranks in the top 100 of the universities in the world. In two of them – physics and materials sciences – KIT has even reached the international top 50. This is obvious from the recently published “QS World University Rankings by Subject 2017.” The ranking is based on the criteria of the university’s reputation in academia and among employers, frequency of citations of scientific publications, and the Hirsch index reflecting the research achievements of scientists.

The QS World University Rankings by Subject consider both subject areas and individual subjects. In international comparison, KIT is particularly strong in natural sciences and engineering subjects. In the area of “Natural Sciences,” KIT improved by five places compared to 2016. It is now ranked in 29th position. In “Engineering and Technology,” KIT improved by 24 places and now reaches place 38 worldwide.

As regards individual subjects, KIT is in the international top 50 in physics (place 31) and materials sciences (place 49). KIT reached the international top 100 in the subjects of architecture, informatics, chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and chemistry.

In all subjects mentioned, KIT is among the five best universities in Germany, KIT is in the German top ten in geosciences and mathematics.

Apart from this ranking by subject, QS also publishes a total ranking of the best universities in the world once per year. In autumn 2016, KIT reached the group of the 100 best universities in the world, it was ranked in 4th place in Germany.

More information: www.topuniversities.com

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) pools its three core tasks of research, higher education, and innovation in a mission. With about 9,300 employees and 25,000 students, KIT is one of the big...
institutions of research and higher education in natural sciences and engineering in Europe.

KIT – The Research University in the Helmholtz Association

Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university.

This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu.